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mixture distribution model of departure 
time decision for railway commuters

Kota Miyauchi, Kazuyuki Takada
Tokyo Denki University, Japan

Abstract

In recent years, many studies of travel time reliability energetically are performed. However, 
these studies didn’t focus on considering heterogeneity between individuals. In this stu-
dy, the research of considering heterogeneity between individuals which focused on railway 
commuters in Tokyo metropolitan was performed. First, it was performed online survey and 
collected data about the commuter situation in the railway. As a result of the online survey, 
the railway commuters recognize train travel time as uncertain and tend to decide the de-
parture time considering buffer time. As a result, the arrival situation of railway commuters 
became variety, it is difficult to arrive on their ideal arrival time. To define arrival situation, the 
arrival distribution was constructed to their arrival situation. This distribution consists of three 
types of considering the delay recognition. In this study, the arrival distribution for railway 
commuters assumed that mixture distribution. The divided ratio of mixture distribution is 
different every railway commuter. Next, using this result, the factors of buffer time of railway 
commuters estimated by MCMC method. MCMC method could estimate the heterogeneity 
between individuals. As a result of estimation, the factor of increase buffer time was travel 
distance(km), number of transfers(times), and the experience time encountering train delay 
(min/week). The application of mixture distribution model was verified by this study.

Keywords: travel time reliability, mixture distribution, optimal departure time

1 Introduction

In recent years, the number of delayed trains tend to increase in Tokyo metropolitan area. As a 
result, their recognitions against to railway changes by increasing of delay trains. It means that 
the railway commuters recognize train travel time as uncertain. Thus, without the guarantee 
of the punctuality, railway commuter must set the buffer time to arrive at their ideal arrival 
time. The influence of lower travel time reliability of railway service has become an issue in 
Tokyo metropolitan area.
It was cleared that the railway commuters hope for the accurate operation or shortening stop 
time of operating than shortening travel time or construct the new route [1]. Therefore, it me-
ans that the railway commuters would hope to improve the travel time reliability. There are 
many studies investigating travel time reliability from various aspects now. In this study, it 
focused on the buffer time which considering the delay for railway commuters in Tokyo me-
tropolitan. This research purpose is to construct the optimal departure time decision model. 
This model can estimate the buffer time for railway commuters. In addition to, it performed 
to assume that the buffer time obeys mixture distribution model.
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2 Previous studies

2.1 Analysis applying mixture distribution model

This section explains about previous studies applying the mixture distribution model. It is 
energetically performed by fields which the pattern recognition using big-data. For example, it 
was used to analyse the traffic accidents data. This method is meant to explain the difference 
the ratio points where to occur the traffic accidents. This estimation method explains the diffe-
rence region where occur the traffic accident by applying the mixture Poisson model. On the 
other hand, there are also the studies which analyse the damage diagnosis of construction 
by applying the mixture Gaussian distribution model.

2.2 Estimation method for travel time reliability

There are many previous studies which faced on the travel time reliability, it was performed 
various aspects. There are two types of approach to develop the behave model under travel 
time uncertainty. One is “Mean-variance approach” and the other is “Scheduling approach.” 
The former is to formulate the optimal departure time under uncertainty of travel time by 
applying probability distribution of the deviation of travel time. On the other hand, the latter 
is to consider the decision of departure times to minimize inconvenience due to early/late 
arrival. Additionally, Fosgerau and Karlstrom [2, 3] developed a new approach method that 
combines these two approaches. In their integrated model, utility function of the scheduling 
approach type was defined to explain the optimal behavior. In this study, the estimation was 
used to this model.

3 Analysis data and construct the arrival distribution

3.1 Analysis data and sampling attribute

This section explains the summary of the online survey. In this study, it used the research mo-
nitors of Macromill Inc. Table 1 shows outline survey. The targeted respondent was employed 
the person who is living in Tokyo metropolitan area (Tokyo, Kanagawa, Chiba, or Saitama) and 
who is using the train for commuting at least five days in a week. The survey was conducted 
on February 23 and 24, 2015, and the number of responses was 1000.

Table 1  Outline of the internet survey

The mode of survey Internet survey

Questionnaire Residents in Tokyo metropolitan area (Saitama, Chiba, Tokyo and Kanagawa)

Jobholder including part time jobs (over 15 years old)

Frequent railway user (at least 5 days a week)

Personal attributes Gender, age, place of residence, etc.

Railway usage Origin and destination stations

Transfer stations

Frequency of railway usage

Estimated travel time

Experience of delay Frequency of encountering train delay
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3.2 Construct the arrival distribution for railway commuters

In this survey, it was cleared that the railway commuters set the ideal arrival time to their de-
stination. Table 2 shows the survey asked to the arrival status for railway commuters against 
to their ideal arrival time. In addition to, the arrival distribution for railway commuters was 
constructed by results of Table 2. Takada et al. proposed to use the mixture distribution for 
arrival distribution of railway commuters and cleared that it was better than using the single 
distribution [4].
However, the number of clusters which optimal applying mixture distribution don’t know at 
this stage. So in this study, it uses Gap statistics to decide the number of clusters. Gap sta-
tistics was proposed by Tibshirani et al. It is utilized to determine the appropriate number of 
clusters [5]. In this study, the number of clusters was set from one to five. The cluster which 
obtains the maximum Gap statistic become the optimal number of it. The estimation for Gap 
statistic used the questionnaire results of Table 2. Figure 1 shows the result of Gap statistic 
for every cluster. Gap statistic became largest when the number of clusters is three. Therefore, 
the arrival distribution for railway commuters was divided to be three.

Table 2  Survey contents (some extracts)

Questions Answer (example)

Q1. How many times can you arrive within 1 minute before 
and after the ideal arrival time (out of 100)

10

Q2. The situation of arriving earlier or later than the ideal time (out of 100) (early/late) arrival times

 · How many times do you arrive early/late by 1 minute? 35/5

 · How many times do you arrive early/late by 2 minutes? 15/5

 · How many times do you arrive early/late by 3 minutes? 10/0

 · How many times do you arrive early/late by 4 minutes? 5/0

 · How many times do you arrive early/late by 5 minutes? 5/0

 · How many times do you arrive early/late by 10 minutes? 5/0

 · How many times do you arrive early/late by 20 minutes? 3/0

 · How many times do you arrive early/late by 30 minutes? 2/0

Figure 1 Gap statics by each cluster
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3.3 The decision to divided ratio for the mixture distribution model

The feature which was divided into three distribution on the basis of Gap statistic shows be-
low. The railway commuters tend to set the ideal arrival time at the destination. As a result, 
the early arrival, the ideal arrival, and the late arrival exist against to their ideal arrival time. 
In this study, it defined these state of arrival as “early arrival recognition”, “ideal arrival reco-
gnition”, and “delay arrival recognition”. The arrival distribution consists of combined these 
arrival recognitions. Moreover, the parameter of each distribution shows below:

 • Early arrival recognition · · · N(µ
1
,σ

1
) s.t.µ

1
 < 0

 • Ideal arrival recognition · · · N(0,σ
2
)

 • Delay arrival recognition · · · E(λ)

Eqn (1) shows that is the probability distribution of mixture distribution model. This model 
was constructed from two normal distribution and exponential distribution.

 � �
K

k k k E

k

p x , , , N x , f x2 2

1

(1)

Where π
k
 is the divided ratio of normal distribution and π

E
 is the divided ration of exponential 

distribution. Figure 2 shows some example applying the mixture distribution model. Figure 3 
shows the divided ratio of mixture distribution model by all respondents. It cleared that the 
divide ratio by railway commuters arises the individual variation.

Figure 2 Construct the arrival distribution applying mix. distribution model for railway commuters (example)

\����� � The divided ratio of mixture distribution model by all respondents (n = 1000)
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4 Construct the optimal departure time decision model for railway 
commuters

4.1 About the optimal departure time decision model

In this section, it assumes that to decide the buffer time for railway commuters obey conside-
ring the arrival distribution. Thus it assumed that also the buffer time obeys mixture distribu-
tion model. To estimate the buffer time, it performed that to construct the optimal departure 
time decision model and estimated by MCMC method. This model is used to estimate the 
benefit-cost approach for lost-time which the railway commuters was damaged it.
However, it is difficult to estimate the buffer time using only their arrival status. the variable of 
model don’ t enough to explain the factors. In other words, there is the heterogeneity between 
individual. So it used the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC method) method to consider it.

4.2 Construct the optimal departure time decision model applying mix. distribution model

In this section, explains about the optimal departure time decision model. In this study, it 
proposes the model applying the mixture distribution model. This model improved the pro-
posed it by Fosgerau and Takada et al. Eqn (2) (3) shows original model which estimate the 
optimal departure time decision model by Fosgerau and Takada et al.

 	 

i

n

i ijD* u ln / exp x
1

(2)

 � �j
i

n -

i ij
D* u x

1

1

1 (3)

Where: 
T – travel time;
D – departure time;
D* – optimal departure time;
µ – travel time for timedable;
α, β – unknown parameters;
λ, ε – scale parameters (represent the individual variance);
θ

i
 – parameter of variable;

x
i
 – explain variable;

Φ – cummrative distribution of N (0 , 1).

Chapter 3 assumed that the buffer time of railway commuters consisted of three distribution 
which two normal distribution and exponential distribution. So eqn (4) integrated by eqn (2) 
and eqn (3). The divided ratio uses the results in Figure 2.

  j
i i

n n-

Nk i ij Ek i ij i
D* u x ln / exp x

1 1

1

1 (4)

Where:
π

i
 – divided ratio;

θ
N1k/Ek

 – parameter of variable.
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4.3 Estimation result and consideration

Table 4 shows an estimation result. If the values of parameter more significant, the railway 
commuters tend to set increase the buffer time. The most utility variable became the travel 
distance (km), the number of transfers (times), and the experience time encountering train 
delay (min/week). It was cleared that the factor which increases buffer time is three factors. t 
value of each parameter is high, so it is said that this estimation result is effectiveness. Figure 
4 shows scale parameter for all respondent. Figure 5 shows the reproducibility of buffer time. 
The results of the reproducibility are quite high. So the application of mixture distribution 
model was verified by this estimation. The optimal delay probability obtained by α and β 
estimation result is 36.2 %.

Table 3  Estimation result for optimal departure time decision model

Parameter / explanatory variables Prior distribution Construct the model in this study

α / Early arrival parameter U (0, β) 23.54**

β / Late arrival parameter U (0, 100) 64.92**

θ
11
θ

12
θ

13
 / travel distance (km) N (0, 1000) Ideal arrival recognition… 5.29

Early arrival recognition… 6.85**
Late arrival recognition… 3.59*

θ
21
θ

22
θ

23
 / number of transfers (times) N (0, 1000) Ideal arrival recognition… -2.49

Early arrival recognition… 2.30**
Late arrival recognition… 1.85*

θ
31
θ

32
θ

33
 / Experience encountering 

train delay (min/week)
N (0, 1000) Ideal arrival recognition… 3.07*

Early arrival recognition… 2.01**
Late arrival recognition… 2.76*

Scale parameter N (0, 100) Figure 4

R2 (Decision parameter) - Figure 5

Number of sample - 1000

α / β : Optimal late arrival probability (%) - 36.3

\����� � Scale parameter of all respondent Figure 5 Reproduction of the buffer time 
for mixture distribution
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5 Conclusion

This study has analysed the evaluation of the travel time of railway commuters under the 
assumption that there exist multiple arrival distributions regarding arrival situation to the op-
timal arrival time. Assuming that the delay probability varies among individuals and that they 
obey multiple probability distributions, it formulated the expected utility for departure times 
and found the optimal departure time by solving the issue of maximizing the expected utility.
As a result, the railway commuter decisions for their respective departure times were found 
to be in agreement with the decision problem of the buffer time. The regression model used 
to estimate the buffer time was based on the MCMC method. Under the assumption that this 
model obeys multiple probability distributions, the study demonstrated that it was possible 
to yield highly convincing estimations by taking into account the variance of railway commu-
ters from estimation results. The study also indicated that the increase in travel distance, 
number of transfers, and experience encountering train delay correlates to the increase in 
the expected delay time.
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